Client-First Folder naming decisions

Scenario: We want to apply a class to an element and have to decide how to name that class.

CSS STYLE FOR ANY ELEMENT

Use Utility Class folders
It's best practice to continue with the utility classes that come with the Client-First cloneable.

For example:
page, heading, text, icon, etc.

If the utility styling is not included with the Client-First cloneable, create a new utility folder.

For example:
shadow-small, shadow-medium, shadow-large

Question #1
Can we identify a specific element? For example, a slider pane or features item.
OR
Is this class used to create a specific CSS style that can be used on any element? For example, text-size-large.

YES

NO

Specific component

It may be a good strategy to add the page name to the class name.

For example:
1. [page]-sliderPane
2. [page].slider-pane
3. slider.[page]-pane

Question #2
Is the element specific to this page?

Specific component

It may be a good strategy to use the specific keyword in the class name.

For example:
1. slider-clientsPane
2. slider_clients-pane

General component

It may be a good strategy to keep the folder name general.

For example:
1. slider-pane